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Academic focus:
Preparation for academic study

Page 023

academic focus:
Description and definition

Page 039

academic focus:
Using evidence

Page 055

Academic focus:
Classification

Page 071

Academic focus:
Connecting ideas

Page 087

Academic focus:
Describing processes

002

Reading

WRiting

Dictionaries

starting the process

Reading and understanding short
informative texts
Reading for the main idea and for detail
Note-taking (1) – organizing key
information
Using notes to write a summary
Sentence structure (1): Frequent sentence
patterns

Understanding essay titles
Generating ideas for writing tasks
Creating and evaluating a plan for writing
Verbs in essay titles (1)
Paraphrasing (1): Reasons for paraphrasing

textbooks (1)

Descriptions (1)

Understanding and extracting key factual
information in a text
Recognizing and writing definitions
Summarizing key factual information in a
text
Sentence structure (2): Simple definitions
Noun phrases (2): Adjective + noun, noun
+ prepositional phrase

Identifying the language and features of
descriptions of visual information
Writing a short description of visual
information
Using noun phrases containing relative
clauses in definitions
Noun phrases (3): Noun phrases
containing relative clauses

textbooks (2)

topic sentences; paragraphs

Identifying main ideas and supporting
evidence in a text
Building word families
Using adverbs to express stance
Word families
Expressing stance: Adverbs

Analysing and writing topic sentences
Adding supporting evidence using reasons
and examples
Writing and evaluating a paragraph
Noun phrases (5): Noun + noun
combinations

textbooks (3)

essay introductions

Identifying the purpose and structure of
a text
Using classification to make notes as you
read
Paraphrasing (2): Noun and verb
transformations

Analyzing an essay introduction
Writing and evaluating a thesis statement
Writing and evaluating an essay
introduction
The passive (1): Maintaining focus

textbooks (4)

essay conclusions

Identifying the argument and structure of
a text
Identifying cohesive language
Identifying hedging language
Cohesion: Reference words
Hedging language (1): Modal verbs, verbs,
adverbials

Analysing an essay conclusion
Linking ideas coherently
Writing and evaluating an essay
conclusion
Coherence: Repetition and synonyms

Popular academic texts

Descriptions (2)

Predicting the content of a text from
visual information
Understanding a description of a process
in a text
Identifying and using signposting
language for describing a process
Transitive and intransitive verbs
Signposting language (3): Different
grammatical forms to link text

Analysing written descriptions of
processes
Writing a paragraph describing a process
The passive (2): Using active and passive
forms
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Listening

speaking

VocabuLaRy

Lectures (1)

seminars (1)

Using a dictionary

Understanding the introduction to
a lecture
Listening for the main idea
Note-taking (2) – identifying noun
phrases
Noun phrases (1): Determiner +
adjective + noun

Asking and answering questions
Preparing for and taking part in a seminar
discussion
Summarizing and reporting on a seminar
discussion
Question forms (1): Information questions
Expressing and exchanging opinions
Reporting verbs

Working out the meaning of unknown
words
Using a monolingual dictionary

Lectures (2)

seminars (2)

Building academic vocabulary

Recognizing key factual information in
a lecture
Recognizing definitions in a lecture
Note-taking (3) – abbreviations and
symbols
Using noun phrases in note-taking
Noun phrases (4): Adjective or noun +
noun, noun + prepositional phrase

Recognizing language for referring to
visual information
Recognizing noun phrases in explanations
Presenting visual information
Asking for information, clarification, and
repetition

Becoming familiar with academic
vocabulary
Recording information about academic
vocabulary

Lectures (3)

tutorials (1)

Inferring meaning

Understanding the main ideas in a
lecture
Recognizing the language for
introducing main ideas and supporting
evidence
Analysing types of supporting evidence:
examples, definitions, and explanations
Introducing supporting evidence

Reading a text to prepare for a tutorial
Identifying assumptions in questions
Participating in a tutorial discussion
Question forms (2): Understanding
assumptions in questions

Inferring the meaning of unknown words
in sentences
Using prefixes to infer meaning

Lectures (4)

Presentations (1)

classification

Understanding the organization of a
lecture
Recognizing and practising signposting
language
Note-taking (4) – using diagrams
Signposting language (1): Introducing
and transitioning between points,
sequencing

Evaluating presentation guidelines
Using signposting language to refer to
visual information
Giving a short presentation
Signposting language (2): Referring to
slides

Categorizing words
Creating and using classification phrases

Lectures (5)

tutorials (2)

collocation

Understanding the main points of a
lecture
Identifying spoken punctuation
Note-taking (5) – taking linear notes
Spoken punctuation: Stress, intonation,
pausing

Interpreting and discussing written
feedback
Preparing spoken responses to written
feedback
Understanding and responding to
suggestions

Creating adjective + noun collocations
Using verb + noun collocations

Lectures (6)

Presentations (2)

suffixes

Taking notes on a description of a
process
Using notes to give a detailed
explanation
Recognizing referencing language

Analysing and referring to the structure of
a poster
Responding to requests for further details
Giving a short poster presentation
Sentence structure (3): Wh- clauses in
spoken descriptions

Building word families through suffixes
Using multiple suffixes to build more
complex words
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Reading

WRiting

textbooks (5)

comparison essays

Reading and writing extended definitions
Recognizing and categorizing similarities
and differences
Noticing in-text references
Identifying and using comparison and
contrast language
Comparison and contrast language (1):
Grammatical categories

Organizing ideas and writing an outline
Using comparison and contrast language
Self-editing and correcting
Comparison and contrast language (2):
Subordinators

Journals

citation and referencing

Recognizing the difference between fact
and opinion
Identifying the purpose and sections
of a text
Identifying stance and perspective
In-text references: Author-date systems

Incorporating and evaluating cited
material in an essay
Using reporting structures
Writing an essay which incorporates
references and avoids plagiarism
Introducing citations: Reporting verbs, it
and there structures, nouns

textbooks (6)

Argument essays

Identifying the main and supporting
arguments
Identifying persuasive language
Persuasive language: Adjective phrases
Conditional structures: If and unless

Organizing and outlining ideas
Stating and supporting the main argument
Synthesizing citations, evidence, and
explanation
Synthesizing arguments and citations
Exemplification: Alternatives to
conditional structures with if

textbooks (7)

cause and effect essays

Understanding cause and effect
phenomena in different fields
Identifying language to express cause and
effect relationships
Note-taking (8) – representing cause and
effect relationships in diagram form
Cause and effect language (1): Different
structures

Planning and structuring a cause and
effect essay
Using cause and effect language
Writing a cause and effect essay
Cause and effect language (2): Result
Cause and effect language (3): Nouns,
verbs, and prepositional phrases

textbooks (8)

Problem-solution essays

Identifying author evaluation of original
material
Identifying and understanding evaluation
language
Evaluation language (1): Nouns and
adjectives
Evaluation language (2): Evaluative
questions

Recognizing and using evaluation
language
Recognizing and using hedging language
Writing and evaluating a problem-solution
essay
Evaluation language (3): Different
structures
Hedging language (2): Impersonal
structures with It and There

textbooks (9)

examination essays

academic focus:
Independent learning

Summarizing information to make notes
Annotating a text with margin notes
Linking text: -ing forms

Writing headings and paragraphs
Maximizing coherence in an essay
Responding to instruction verbs in
examination questions
Dealing with timed writing
Verbs in essay titles (2)
Sentence structure (4): Presenting
information

Glossary of grammatical and
academic terms page 199

Language reference page 200
Additional reference material

Writing: sample answers

7

cuLtuRe

8

inteRpRetation

9

peRsuasion

10

connection

11

tecHnoLogy

12

independence

Page 103

academic focus:
Comparison and contrast

Page 119

academic focus:
Fact and opinion

Page 135

academic focus:
Developing an argument

Page 151

academic focus:
Cause and effect

Page 167

academic focus:
Evaluation

004

Page 183

page 213

page 209
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Listening

speaking

VocabuLaRy

Lectures (7)

seminars (3)

General & technical meanings

Reading to prepare for a lecture
Listening to confirm predictions about
content and structure
Note-taking (6) – taking detailed notes
Recapping

Summarizing and building on what the
speaker says
Giving a short, informal presentation in a
seminar
Taking part in a seminar discussion

Identifying general and technical
meanings
Categorizing and learning general and
technical meanings

Interviews

Informal discussions

Prefixes

Recognizing different perspectives in an
interview
Note-taking (7) – identifying key points
related to perspectives and stance
Responding to interviews using followup questions
Perspective and stance language:
Expressing opinions

Accessing and taking part in informal
discussions
Interpreting and using intonation
Accessing discussions

Understanding the meanings of prefixes
Using prefixes to complete words in
context

Lectures (8)

seminars (4)

synonyms and formality

Understanding the main points of an
argument
Recognizing how evidence is presented
to support an argument
Identifying and using emphasizing
strategies
Emphasizing (1): Different strategies

Evaluating the presentation of arguments
in a seminar
Presenting a main and supporting
argument plus evidence and explanation
Responding to other people’s arguments
Speculating and reflecting

Using synonyms in phrases
Deciding on the formality of synonyms
Rewriting phrases using synonyms

Lectures (9)

Presentations (3)

cohesive noun phrases

Recognizing connections including
cause and effect relationships
Recognizing a synthesis of ideas from
different disciplines
Cause and effect language (4):
Conjunctions

Explaining connections between
phenomena
Analysing and using effective
presentation notes
Giving and responding to feedback

Summarizing text using cohesive nouns
Using cohesive noun phrases in a text

Lectures (10)

Presentations (4)

Phrasal & prepositional verbs

Recognizing analysis and evaluation
stages in a lecture
Recognizing language for introducing
evaluation
Emphasizing (2): Evaluation

Identifying the key information in a
presentation
Researching a short presentation
Giving and evaluating a short presentation

Using prepositional verbs
Using phrasal and prepositional verbs

Lectures (11)

Presentations (5)

Review of learning

Taking notes on an extended extract
Comparing and revising notes

Preparing for script independence in
presentations
Responding to participants’ comments and
questions
Giving a presentation
Giving feedback: Modal verbs

Proofreading to review aspects of
vocabulary
Planning strategies for extending your
vocabulary

Additional material from units

Video and audio transcripts

List of sources for texts

page 221

page 223

page 239
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